Asset Management

Better conversations.
Better outcomes.

Better conversations start here.
Conversations are the foundation of any advisory
business. Many of these client conversations occur
at the intersection of money and emotions, creating
challenging and sometimes awkward situations.
Enhance your client conversations and grow
your practice with with the award-winning Better
conversations. Better outcomes. podcast from
BMO Global Asset Management.
The Better conversations. Better outcomes. podcast

Enhance your client
conversations with ideas,
access and ease.
Each episode provides:
• Actionable ideas for your
portfolios and practice
• Access to industry experts and
your peers covering all aspects of
wealth management
• Easy-to-tailor library of content
and tools to showcase your value
to your clients

explores the top challenges facing advisors today
and how better conversations can lead to better
outcomes for both the advisors and their clients.

Listen and learn today.

Contact us
1-844-BMO-Fund (266-3863)
bmogamviewpoints.com
betterconversations@bmo.com

2017 WealthManagement.com Industry Awards Winner
Asset Managers: Education and Thought Leadership1

bmo-global-asset-management
bmogam.com/betterconversations
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The WealthManagement.com Industry Awards are meant to recognize recent initiatives that help financial advisors grow their businesses and better
serve their clients. The Asset Managers Education and Thought leadership award category criteria includes both quantitative measures, such as specific
feature set, usage, potential, scope, and scale; along with qualitative measures such as innovation, creativity, and new methods of deployment.
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Better conversations. Better outcomes.
Enhance your client conversations with ideas, access and ease.
Ideas to power your practice
and portfolios

Access to industry experts and
your peers

Ease — Making it easy to put
ideas and access into action

Money Mindset mini-series

Building an effective practice miniseries

BMO Wealth Institute

In this four-part mini-series, we explore
the “money mindset” of some unique
groups that advisors serve.

Steve Moore, an expert in practice management
and former NFL coach, helps advisors
tackle the inefficiencies in their
business in this eight-part miniseries.

Gain insights into financial decision
making to prepare for better
conversations with your clients.
The Institute reports include all
aspects of wealth planning including
retirement, estate, tax and insurance.

Suddenly single
This episode focuses on a large and growing
demographic: middle-aged people who find
themselves “suddenly single” after year, if not
decades, of marriage.
Advising millennials
Find out how to cater to millennials and integrate
this group into your client mix.
When clients go through cognitive decline
Learn the keys to managing the complex situation of
when a client starts showing signs of cognitive decline.
Using behavioral economics to help investors
succeed
Learn how behavioral economics affects a client’s
investment decision-making process.

Family conversations that
should not be avoided
Learn how to help families navigate
legacy and inheritance discussions.

Extreme
clarity

Systems
thinking

Repeatable
systems

An inside look at the strategies of the most
successful advisors
Adopt the top habits of successful advisors to make
your practice thrive.

Telling your story
Craft a story that resonates with your clients
in five steps.
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Better conversations. Better outcomes.

Tips for adapting your client development process to match your
clients’ archetypes.

Assess

Investor Archetypes

Artisans

Rob Goff, Vice President of Succession Planning
and Acquisitions at Raymond James Financial,
covers the different approaches and best
practices for succession planning.
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Investor archetypes
Tailoring your communication style to your clients’ personalities.
thought leadership
expand
the plan
Are you
connecting
with your clients? Can they all say, “My advisor gets me…we really click”?
and high-level
dive right into
and include complex
Communicating with your clients about
their
financial plan involves
more than just numbers
commentaries
formulas
and
details and know
and charts. You need to connect with
them on an emotional level.
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requires
having a deeper
provide
needed
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every aspect
understanding
of what motivates your client and drives them to
make financial decisions.
challenge

plan to be

Rationals

challenged and
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To have better conversations with your clients — and build stronger relationships — you need
to talk with them in their own language. This can be accomplished once you determine your
clients’ personality temperament, which is the cognitive and emotional way they see the
world. Depending on their temperament, some clients may prefer plain language while others
prefer anecdotes.

“If you talk to a man in a
language he understands,
that goes to his head.
If you talk to him in his
own language, that goes
to his heart.”
— Nelson Mandela
Statesman and famous idealist

How do you determine which kind of language to use with your clients?
The starting point for our framework is the four temperaments developed by Dr. David Keirsey:
Guardians, Artisans, Idealists and Rationals.1 When applied to financial decisions, Keirsey’s
personality types become investor archetypes.2

Guardians

Idealists

Artisans

Rationals

Within this paradigm, the members of each group are
defined by their basic behaviors toward money and
saving, and most importantly, by the benefits they
want from their investments. 3
This guide provides a snapshot of each investor
archetype along with tips on how to identify and tailor
your conversations and planning approach to each
temperament. Knowing your clients’ temperament
allows you to have better conversations with them,
which can lead to better outcomes.

Helping you engage in better
conversations that drive better
outcomes is at the very heart of
who we are at BMO Global Asset
Management. And we do that by
providing you with ideas, access
and ease.
• Ideas — Unique insights into wealth
planning and financial decision
making.
• Access — Direct access with our
investment teams and experts.
• Ease — Making it easy to put ideas
and access into action.

Let’s start better
conversations!

Succession planning for advisors
You are a master at helping your
clients plan for retirement, but what
is your exit strategy?

Asset Management

Better conversations.
Better outcomes.
What’s your retirement game plan?
Succession planning guide for financial advisors.
Advisors are experts when it comes to helping clients transition to retirement. But planning for your
own retirement? Just as mechanics are sometimes too tired to fix their own cars after a long day
helping others, many advisors put off planning their own retirement. It’s understandably difficult to
think about stepping away from a business and career, but having a solid plan in place both increases
the value of a business and improves long-term stability for clients. To get started, here some steps
and considerations to think of as you prepare your exit strategy and start the next phase of your life.

Creating your vision
During your numerous conversations with clients on planning their retirement, you may
start with these questions, “What is your vision for retirement?” As with your clients, this
is a key component to get the process started with your own planning.
However, you will need to dig even more deeply by considering these additional questions: What
legacy would you like your practice to have, if any? How would you like your clients to be cared for?
Would you like to transition into retirement or have a clear retirement date? Addressing these types of
questions can help you set your goals and objectives in which to start your planning process.
It’s never too early to start planning; the recommended time to start coming up with a plan is about
10 to 15 years before retirement.

What is the plan?
One of the first plans that you should put in place is a catastrophic plan. Whether
you have one client or 50, a catastrophic plan ensures clients will be taken care of
in case of the unexpected. With catastrophic planning, the earlier the plan is established, the better.
So if you don’t have one currently in place, you need to do it ASAP.
There are many routes an advisor can choose to take when planning for their succession:
Internal succession Allows you to transition your practice and clients to other partners or employees
already within your firm.

Better conversations. Better outcomes.

Succession planning
timeline
We are on the leading edge
of a retirement tsunami.
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Plan for the unexpected
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10-15 years away
Creating your vision

10-15 YEARS
AWAY

• Ideas — Unique insights into wealth
planning and financial decision
making.

5 years away

External succession Some advisors choose to sell their practices to another firm because there is no
internal successor and feel a sale would provide the highest monetary value for their practice.

• Access — To our investment teams
Laying
outexperts.
the plan
and industry

Grooming a successor Another option is hiring a junior advisor and grooming over a period of time. This
not only sets up the firm for growth but is also a great way to continue the business you have built.
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Deciding which route makes the most sense depends on the specifics of your business as well as your
funding needs — is cash needed up front or over time, tax considerations and seller financing can also
be factors to consider.

- What is the vision for your firm/practice and yourself?

- Define the terms of the deal — do you retain
any ownership, is it gradual or will you finance
the purchase?

2-3 YEARS
AWAY

- How will you transition day-to-day activities?

$
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1 year away
Finalizing your exit

Ready to launch: financial
planning for children
Coach your clients on how
to teach financial literacy
with their children.

1 YEAR
AWAY

- Get the agreements in place for the business transition
- Review the plan and make sure all the gaps are covered

Better conversations.
Better outcomes.
Ready to launch:
Financial planning for children
It’s one of the key moments in life, a milestone and a time of happiness tinged
with sadness — when a child leaves the parental home (launching). Increasingly,
though, this life coming-of-age event happens later and later in life, if at all, as
more young people “fail to launch,” and stay in the parental home instead.
Living accommodations for 18- to 34-year-olds
62%

20%

1960

1960

32%

“Building a solid foundation
in the early years of a child’s
life will not only help him or
her reach their full potential,
but will also result in better
societies as a whole.”
— Novak Djokovic
Pro tennis player

Countdown to launch: Five stages of financial development

Ages
18+

college/
workforce

Parents can help greatly in preparing children for their financial
decisions and responsibilities. And it’s never too early to start
the “money conversations.” Here are some ideas to help guide
your children along the way to ensure that they
Ages
grow into financially responsible adults.

Ages
13 – 18
high school

9 – 12

middle school

l Teach the importance of managing
credit and debt whether it be student
or car loans or credit cards. They don’t
want to be paying for that pizza they
charged on a credit card for the next
10 years.

31%

2014
Living with parents

2014

Ages
5–8

Living with spouse/partner

Pew Research Center analysis published in May 2016 reveals that in the year 2014, nearly a third (32%) of those
between ages 18 and 34 were living in their parents’ home while the figure for those living with a spouse or
partner in their own household was marginally less at 31%. This compares with 1960 when nearly two-thirds
(62%) of the 18- to 34-year-olds in the U.S. were living with a spouse or partner in their own home and only one
in five (20%) were still with their parents.

grade school

Kids who fail to launch into financial independence will likely find themselves facing some kind of
money-related challenge down the road. Whether it’s applying for a loan or managing an inheritance,
they’re in danger of finding themselves vulnerable to poor decisions and bad advice.
To help you get started, we’ve put together some guidelines to help coach your clients on having
conversations with their children. And since financial security and wealth management are intergenerational issues, we also cover how to engage directly with your clients’ children and to secure
the next generation of clients.

How to talk about money

l Encourage your teen to get a part-time job and help open a bank account
l Include your child in the college planning process
l Have your teen start paying a bill (cell phone, car insurance)

Ages
3–5

Source: Pew Research Center

Helping you engage in better
conversations that drive better
outcomes is at the very heart of
who we are at BMO Global Asset
Management. And we do that by
providing you with ideas, access
and ease.

preschool
l Switch out the wish lists and set up goals for saving for bigger and better purchases (cell phone, video game, car)
l Set up an incentive plan to match them in their savings to help them make the special purchase
l Set up a layaway plan for limited edition or fashion items to help teach about credit
l Include in family money management to learn about budgeting
l Start giving out a small allowance
l Set up separate containers for the allowance labeled “spending,” “saving/investing,” and “giving/charity”
l Create wish lists for things the kids would like to buy to focus on the importance of savings

• Ideas — Unique insights into wealth
planning and financial decision
making.
• Access — To our investment teams
and industry experts.
• Ease — Making it easy to put ideas
and access into action.

Let’s start better
conversations!

l Teach them the names of coins, how to count them and what they are worth
l Playing store can help gain skills as they learn how to buy and sell the items in the store

Teaching Tip!

Mastering each stage of the financial launch plan means that your child is able to teach each of the concepts back to you or one of their siblings.

Launch planning: navigating the financial
needs of children
Dina Renee Weiss, Chief Investment Officer of
Lighthouse Financial Group, has built her practice
with launch planning and financial literacy for
children as its core part.

Better conversations start here: bmogam.com/betterconversations
BMO Global Asset Management is the brand name for various affiliated entities of BMO Financial Group that provide investment management and trust and custody services. Certain of
the products and services offered under the brand name BMO Global Asset Management are designed specifically for various categories of investors in a number of different countries
and regions and may not be available to all investors. Those products and services are only offered to such investors in those countries and regions in accordance with applicable laws and
regulations. BMO Financial Group is a service mark of Bank of Montreal (BMO).
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2-3 years away
Start executing
Now that you have identified your plan and started putting
it into place, it is time to start the transition process. Don’t be
surprised if you start having cold feet – it’s never easy to face
the end of something you’ve been doing for a long time.
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Giving

Securities, investment advisory and insurance products are: NOT A DEPOSIT — NOT FDIC INSURED — NOT BANK GUARANTEED — MAY LOSE VALUE.

- What will I do with my time? Spend more time with family,
pursue a new hobby, travel?
- Will you be grooming a successor? How much time will be
needed for mentoring/institutional knowledge transfer?

- Start communicating with clients and include your successor
in your meetings

The time has finally arrived for you to start the
eventual transition. Perhaps there are a few
clients you maintain contact with; but now
is the time to finalize all the details. Set your
retirement date and throw a party, invite your
clients and existing and new team members.

We all learn the Pythagorean theorem, which we may never use again in our life,
but what you learn about financial decision-making is used every day.

BMO Asset Management Corp. is the investment advisor to the BMO Funds. BMO Investment Distributors, LLC is the distributor. Member FINRA/SIPC.

It’s never too early to start thinking about your next chapter.
We suggest that you begin planning 10 years before your
intended retirement date. Setting clear goals and objectives
are the key to establishing a smooth transition. Questions
to consider:

- Will I completely exit the business or gradually transition?

5 YEARS
AWAY

- How will you communicate the change to your clients?

Educating kids on earnings, savings, budgeting and spending is crucial to their growth as
individuals and the key to their financial success. Sadly, these are all topics that are not
consistently taught in school. Therefore, parents need to take an active role in teaching
their children about money — often without a lesson plan.

Saving

Implement

be the trusted
authority, sharing

step plans with
facts, figures and
attainable goals
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paint a picture of
how you will work
together

Help your clients prepare for
retirement in more ways than
just financially – help them create
a vision, review all aspects on a
checklist and make sure they have
covered all considerations for a
successful transition.

Succession planning: Exit strategies
for a smooth client experience

Spending

Idealists

showcase your
credentials

Creating your client’s retirement game plan

John Anderson, the head of Practice
Management Solutions for SEI Advisor
Network, explores the different models
for charging fees to clients and how to tackle the
difficult conversations around the price for advice.

Ali Cafrey, Portfolio Manager at Envestment,
explores ESG investing and how you can
implement socially-responsible investing
with your clients.

Recommend

develop step-by-

Guardians

Find out which investor type your
clients are with the Investor Archetype
quiz and communication guide.

What am I paying you for: the evolving
pricing models of advice

ESG: Doing well and doing good
with your portfolio
People
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